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Abstract Distributed Shared Arrays (DSA) is a distributed

virtual machine that supports Java-compliant multithreaded

programming with mobility support for system reconfigu-

ration in distributed environments. The DSA programming

model allows programmers to explicitly control data distri-

bution so as to take advantage of the deep memory hierar-

chy, while relieving them from error-prone orchestration of

communication and synchronization at run-time. The DSA

system is developed as an integral component of mobility

support middleware for Grid computing so that DSA-based

virtual machines can be reconfigured to adapt to the varying

resource supplies or demand over the course of a compu-

tation. The DSA runtime system also features a directory-

based cache coherence protocol in support of replication of

user-defined sharing granularity and a communication proxy

mechanism for reducing network contention. System recon-

figuration is achieved by a DSA service migration mecha-

nism, which moves the DSA service and residing compu-

tational agents between physical servers for load balancing

and fault resilience. We demonstrate the programmability of

the model in a number of parallel applications and evaluate

its performance by application benchmark programs, in par-

ticular, the impact of the coherence granularity and service

migration overhead.
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1 Introduction

Computational grids can integrate geographically distributed

resources into a seamless environment [14]. In one important

grid scenario, performance-hungry applications use the com-

putational power of dynamically available nodes. Compute

nodes may join and leave ongoing computations, and they

may have different configurations, such as processor speed,

memory space and network bandwidth. Many intricate prob-

lems will emerge when high-performance applications are

executed in such dynamic environments. One of the major

challenges is to provide a programming environment and a

runtime system that support efficient execution and commu-

nication while achieving the adaptivity to the grid dynamics.

Two primary parallel programming models are message-

passing and shared-address-space. The message-passing

model, embodied in PVM/MPI-like libraries, tends to deliver

high performance on clusters of workstations. However, it is

inadequate for grid environments, due to its marginal support

for malleable applications coping with dynamically changing

participant computers. The message-passing is also demon-

strated hard for parallel programming because programmers

are required to explicitly distribute data across processes’ dis-

joint address spaces and schedule inter-process communica-

tions at run-time. Shared address space programming model

like OpenMP [7] assumes shared variables for communica-

tion and synchronization between threads on parallel com-

puters. There are software-based distributed shared memory

(DSM) systems, such as page-based Ivy [25] and TreadMark

[1] and object-based Orca [3], in support of shared address

space programming on clusters; see [31] for a review of

early work on this topic. DSM systems simplified parallel

programming with a compromise of efficiency. Since com-

puters in a grid employ a deep memory hierarchical orga-

nization, it is the depth of the hierarchy and the significant
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costs of accessing remote memory locations that make the

construction of an efficient DSM system on computational

grids almost impossible.

Recent research focus is on the development of multi-

threaded DSM systems to explore the potential of distributed

nodes. Examples include Brazos [40], CVM [23], SilkRoad

[30] and String [21, 36]. They improved upon the early DSM

systems by adding threads to exploit data locality within a

cluster. Between the objectives of ease-of-programming and

efficiency, they bias the first and their actual performance is

yet to be seen. Previous studies on high performance cluster

computing have showed that performance of a parallel pro-

gram is critically dependent on data distribution and locality.

The deeper the memory hierarchy is, the greater the impact of

data distribution and locality. It is also known the complexity

of message passing programming is mainly due to the orches-

tration of processes at run-time [8, 51]. This paper presents

a Java-based distributed shared array (DSA) runtime support

system for a tradeoff between the two objectives in another

way. It relieves the programmers from error-prone runtime

scheduling of inter-node communications while giving them

more control over data distribution.

In addition to the communication schemes, virtual ma-

chine (VM) technology provides a powerful layer of abstrac-

tion for resource management in grids [13]. It enables user

applications to become strongly decoupled from the system

software of the underlying resources and other applications.

This property facilitates the development of grid applications

by allowing programmers to use well-defined service inter-

faces. However, the conventional VMs are not easily manage-

able and scaled in wide area environments, especially across

administrative domains. Moreover, since the system services

are monolithically placed, they may be far away from their

requesters. This leads to high communication overhead and

delay, which violate the performance requirements of paral-

lel applications. A remedy for these problems is to construct

a distributed virtual machine, by factoring virtual machine

services into logical components, replicating and distribut-

ing them throughout a network [39].

A distributed virtual machine can be viewed as a set of

virtual servers running on top of multiple physical servers.

It is certainly possible to deploy its components as static

computing units. However, research in [24] shows the CPU

availability and host availability are volatile in grids. Adap-

tivity is fundamental to achieving application performance in

such dynamic environments [5]. Therefore, the abstraction

layer provided by a distributed virtual machine would not

be fully exploited unless it can be instantiated and reconfig-

ured at run-time to tackle the grid dynamics. By migrating

services provided by a virtual server to a remote physical

server and initiating a new virtual server there, a distributed

virtual machine system becomes self-adaptive. Service mi-

gration techniques have been utilized by many recently pro-

posed systems. Examples include a VM-based architecture

for grid computing in [13], capsule in Collective [37], and

virtual servers in [34] for Peer-to-Peer systems. In this pa-

per, we propose a service migration scheme, which is in-

corporated in the DSA runtime support system. It migrates

the DSA service and residing computational agents between

physical servers for load balancing and fault resilience in the

DSA-based virtual machine.

Java provides a useful technology to reduce the complexity

of grid application programming [17]. There are many Java-

based parallel programming environments for high perfor-

mance computations. Examples include MpiJava [2], JPVM

[12], Java/DSM [54], Jackel [46], JESSICA [55], and Java-

Party [33]. In comparison with these parallel programming

environments, the Java-based DSA system has the following

unique features.

� It makes a better tradeoff between programmability and ef-

ficiency by providing a disclosure of nodal architecture to

the programmers. Programmers are responsible for thread

creation and assignment during system initialization. It

supports replication of user-defined array partitions to re-

duce remote access latency;
� It incorporates a low level communication and high level

scheduling proxy mechanism for reducing network con-

tention and accelerating cache coherence protocols;
� It is developed as an integral part of a mobile agent based

computing infrastructure, TRAVELER, to support users’

multithreaded computational agents. The DSA system it-

self is implemented as a mobile agent so that the DSA-

based virtual machine can be reconfigured or migrated so

as to adapt to the change of resource supplies or requests.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

presents the DSA architecture and programming model.

Section 3 shows the implementation details of the DSA run-

time support system and migration mechanism. Section 4

presents experimental results in a campus grid environment.

Section 5 presents related work and Section 6 summarizes

the results with remarks on future work.

2 The DSA architecture and programming model

2.1 DSA system architecture

The DSA system provides a Java-compliant programming in-

terface to extend multi-threaded programming in distributed

environments. Since the array data structure is the most com-

mon data structure used by scientific and engineering appli-

cation programs, it becomes a primary building block of the

DSA system. The array is partitioned into smaller data blocks

and distributed across participant nodes. The DSA run-time

system provides a single system image for the distributed
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Fig. 1 The DSA architecture

shared array. It relieves programmers from run-time schedul-

ing of inter-node communications and the orchestration of

the data distribution. Remote data access is supported by the

DSA run time system and hidden to application programs.

As shown in Fig. 1, the DSA runtime system comprises

of a main API component known as the DsaAgent. A dis-

tributed virtual machine consists of a group of DsaAgents,

each running at a participant node. Multiple virtual DSA sys-

tems could co-exist spanning and sharing multiple available

nodes, but each system has its own distinct group of DsaA-
gents. The DsaAgents are responsible for local and remote

access to shared objects. A distinguished DsaAgent acts as

DsaMonitor that holds the responsibility of managing the

interconnected nodes.

We summarize the characteristics of the DSA program-

ming model as follows:

� The DSA model supports multithreaded programming in

a single-program-multiple-data (SPMD) paradigm. The

concurrent threads running on different participant nodes

share arrays distributed among the nodes.
� Threads in the same node can communicate through local

shared variables, while communicating with other threads

on different nodes through DSA synchronous remote op-

erations. On the other hand, accessing shared array follows

the shared address space programming model. The threads

can access any parts of the shared array using loads (read)

and stores (write) operations with the same array indices

as in the sequential program.
� Access to any array elements is transparent to parallel pro-

grams. It is the DSA run-time system that supports remote

data access. The DSA system also supports replication of

user-defined array partitions to reduce remote data access

cost.
� The application program specifies how a matrix is physi-

cally distributed among the nodes and how the array layout
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DSA Agent
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Fig. 2 DSA API components

is assigned to running threads. It also controls the granu-

larity of cache coherence.

2.2 DSA APIs

The DSA programming model relies on two first class ob-

jects: DsaAgent and SharedArray. It implements a set of

primitive operations for access to use-defined shared arrays

and management of the shared data structure. Figure 2 shows

the DSA API organization.

A DSA virtual machine consists of multiple DsaAgents,

running on each participant node. DsaAgent implements an

Agent interface. An agent is a special object type that has au-

tonomy. It behaves like a human agent, working for clients

in pursuit of its own agenda. During the startup of a vir-

tual machine, the application program has to initialize an

instance of the DsaAgent by supplying the necessary con-

figuration information about the virtual machine. The con-

figuration information includes the nodal IP addresses, the

number of threads running on each node (under the con-

trol of a DsaAgent). Due to the hierarchical organization of

distributed environments, we refer to properties related to

individual nodes as “local”. We also designate node-0 as a

monitor node for the management of the virtual machine.

The DsaAgent residing on the monitor node is designated

as a DsaMonitor. All newly created DsaAgents need to re-

port to the DsaMonitor with information about their current

configurations. Once the virtual machine is set up, the object

DsaNetwork provides methods for access to the virtual ma-

chine configuration information. For example, methods get-
LocalThreadCount, getGlobalThreadCount return the num-

ber of threads locally and globally and method getDsaNetIPs
returns the node IP address.

The DSA system defines two distributed variables:

SharedArray and SharedPmtVar. The SharedArray objects

are created by method createSharedArray. Since Java doesn’t

support operator overloading, the DsaAgent actually pro-

vides extensions of SharedArray for different element
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types. For examples, methods createIntSharedArray and

createFloatSharedArray return references to distributed

shared integer and float arrays respectively. SharedArray ob-

jects can be distributed between threads in different ways.

Currently, one and two dimensional block decompositions

are supported. In addition to the way of block decomposi-

tion, programmers can also specify array partition size as

the granularity of coherence for data replication during the

creation of a shared array. Similarly, the object SharedPmt-

Var refers to a base of shared objects of primitive type.

The method createPmtVar creates shared singular variable

of types SharedInteger, SharedFloat, and SharedDouble for

synchronization purposes.

Operations over distributed shared arrays and shared prim-

itive variables include synchronous and asynchronous read

and write. For efficiency, the DSA system also provides APIs,

including ReadRemotePartition and WriteRemotePartition,

for access to a block of array elements of different sizes.

These APIs are invoked within the spawned threads of a

parallel program. They are trapped by the SharedArray to

determine whether a remote or local access is required or if

there is a valid cache of the array partition. The SharedArray
then returns the required array elements.

In addition to read/write operations, the DSA system pro-

vides APIs for barrier synchronization between application

threads. LocalBarrier and GlobalBarrier are two built-in ob-

jects for this purpose. The local barrier is used to synchronize

threads residing on the same node and the global barrier is

for threads in the entire virtual system. Programmers can

also create their own barrier objects, via the method create-
Barrier, for synchronization between any groups of threads.

The application program has direct access to the distribution

component of the DSA system. That allows more optional

control over the distribution/caching mechanism performed

by the DSA. APIs such as getPartition, and getCacheProto-
col provides information about the cache distribution among

the DSA nodes. requestPartitionCopy, acquirePartition to

perform cache acquisition and ownership transfer.

In the following, we illustrate the DSA programming

model through an example of parallel inner product.

2.3 An example

Execution of a DSA program involves three main steps:

(1) to create a DsaMonitor that manages the shared array;

(2) to create the required shared arrays; (3) to access the

shared arrays through read/write operations. While the first

step is within the main thread of control, the second and third

steps are to be invoked in the working threads of a parallel

program spawned by the main thread of control.

As shown in the program skeleton in Fig. 3, the main pro-

gram flow will first determine the user specific parameters

from the command line. These configuration parameters are

used to instantiate DsaAgents. The DsaAgents register their

services to a DsaMonitor and together form a fully connected

DsaNetwork. DSA access occurs in working threads of the

parallel application, which creates shared arrays. A global

barrier ensures the synchronization of this step. The work-

ing threads proceed and generate different access patterns of

the shared array. The DsaAgents trap the array accesses and

determine, with the help of a cache coherence mechanism,

if remote access is needed or the data partition is available

locally. In case of a remote access, the DsaAgent contacts

the remote counterparts and requests the data partition. The

bold statements in this example are inserted for the possible

service migrations. A barrier operation ensures the synchro-

nization of a computation step. It also represents a potential

migration point. The variable phaseNum records the phase in-

dex of the next computation step. Its value, along with the set

of if statements, ensures the working thread will correctly re-

sume its computation after service migration. To facilitate the

conversion of a parallel program to the DSA-enabled format,

a preprocessor can insert these migration-oriented statements

when scanning the application program, as discussed a lot in

the compilation technology.

3 DSA runtime support

Recall that the DsaAgent is responsible for local and remote

access to distributed arrays and for handling coherence pro-

tocols between replicated array partitions. The DSA agent

is run as a daemon thread to take advantage of the lightly

loaded processors within a participant node. Benefits from

using threads to realize one-sided communication primitives

were widely recognized in research [11, 18, 26]. The DsaA-

gent features a directory-based cache coherence in support of

replication of user-defined array partitions and a communica-

tion and scheduling proxy mechanism for reducing network

contention. The DsaAgent is developed as a mobile agent so

that the DSA based virtual machine can be reconfigured to

adapt to the change of resource supplies and demands.

3.1 The DSA cache coherence protocol

The distributed environment is characteristic of deep mem-

ory hierarchy and non-uniform memory access cost at differ-

ent levels. In particular, remote memory access across nodes

often costs up to multiple orders of magnitude more time

than local memory access within a node. An important tech-

nique to reduce the remote access time is data replication.

In literature, there are many studies on data replication and

its related cache coherence protocols. Most of the coherence

technologies assumed a fixed coherence unit. By contrast,

the DSA system supports replication of user-defined array

partitions and the partition size can be specified during the
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  import java.util.*; 
  import java.io.*;
  import DSA.Agent.*; 
  import DSA.Arrays.*; 

import DSA.Sync.*; 
import DSA.Distribution.*;
import DSA.Communication.*;

   public class AgentThread  implements java.io.Serializable, Runnable{ 
private DsaAgentImpl dsaAgent; 
private int arraySize, blockSize; 
private Barrier phaseBarrier; 
private SharedArray array; 
private int lowerIndex, upperIndex, step; 
private int phaseNum=0;

public AgentThread (DsaAgentImpl dsaAgent, int arraySize, int blockSize){
  this.dsaAgent = dsaAgent;
  this.arraySize = arraySize;
  this.blockSize = blockSize;

array = dsaAgent.createSharedDoubleArray("arrayName", arraySize, blockSize);
  phaseBarrier = dsaAgent.createBarrier("barrierName");
 } 

public void run() { 
  int index;

if (phaseNum < 1){ 
   phaseNum ++;

lowerIndex =… ;    upperIndex = … ;   step = … ; 
   for (index=lowerIndex; index< upperIndex; index+=step)
    array.write(index, index*1.0);
   phaseBarrier.barrier();

}

if (phaseNum <2){ 
   phaseNum++;

lowerIndex = … ;     upperIndex = … ;   step = … ; 
   for (index=lowerIndex; index< upperIndex; index+=step)
    double val = (double)array.read(index);
   phaseBarrier.barrier();

}
 } 

}

Fig. 3 An example of DSA parallel program

creation of a shared array according to the virtual machine

configuration. For the purpose of load balancing, the parti-

tion size is often set to the array size divided by the total

number of participating threads.

The DSA system follows a directory based cache coher-

ence protocol to manage data replications. In this protocol,

each partition is designated a home node. A home node tracks

the sharers of its partition in a directory structure. It will up-

date that state of the partition according to the remote opera-

tions that it receives. The state of a cached partition is deter-

mined explicitly in the cache directory, as shown in Fig. 4.

A unique ID, known as the partition index, is assigned to

each SharedArray partition. The cache directory keeps track

of each partition status using 2 bits on each partition entry.

Partition status can be Shared, Exclusive, and Invalid. Shared

status means the current node has up-to-date copy of the par-

tition but other nodes share it. Exclusive status means the

current node is the only node that has an up-to-date copy of

the partition. Invalid status means some other node is chang-
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Fig. 4 DSA directory based cache coherence

ing the partition and the current copy is out of date. Each

home node keeps track of who has an exclusive copy and

who are the sharers for its assigned partitions by using a set

of presence bits. Each bit corresponds to a unique DSA node.
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Fig. 5 Cache coherence operations

On receiving a request for a SharedArray element, the lo-

cal DsaAgent will determine the availability of the requested

element. It will check through the cache directory whether a

valid copy of the requested partition exists in the local mem-

ory. The DsaAgent delegates the call to the cache coherence

algorithm to determine whether the read or write access is

a cache hit or miss. Upon a cache miss, a partition request

call propagates to the home node. The home node depending

on the status of the partition in request, makes share trans-

action on request for exclusive copy, update transaction on

shared reads, or invalidation transaction on writes. Owner-

ship of partitions movies to exclusive node on write request.

The home node directory maintains the sharers nodes, and

exclusive node of a partition. Figure 5 shows basic operations

on the coherence protocol.

The cache coherence protocol introduced over the set of

participant nodes generates network communication transac-

tions. The transactions can be requests, acknowledgments, or

cache partitions along with some control attributes. Although

these transactions are part of the communication activities

that the DSA system tends to hide, their costs are main con-

cerns for the DSA efficiency. The coherence protocol has no

control over the cost of individual network transactions. But

the protocol design and algorithm have more control over

the number of network transactions required to handle read

or write cache misses. By reducing the number of network

transactions generated per cache miss operation, the demand

for the network bandwidth decreases, and the contentions on

the network resources.

On a read miss, instead of following the strict request-

response approach introduced earlier, more efficient inter-

vention forwarding is implemented. In the first scenario the

home node replies the requester with the identity of the

owner, the requester then contacts the owner to share the

data, the owner also sends a revision of the data to the home

node. With the intervention-forwarding scheme, the home

node delegates (forwards) the request directly to the owner

node instead replying with its identity. As the owner reply

with the shared data, the home node updates its cache and

forwards the reply to the requester. With this approach the

number of transactions has be reduced to four instead of five.

On a write miss, we can distinguish two different situations

with different communication costs. In the first scenario, the

partition cache is in the invalid exclusive state owned by a

third node. In that case, the home node forwards the request

of ownership to the current owner of the cache; the owner

invalidates its cache state and replies with the most recent data

to the home node. The home node then returns that cache to

the requesting node. This case behaves just like intervention

forwarding mentioned before, and although the cache state

change is different; the number of transactions is the same. In

the second scenario also shown in Fig. 5, the cache is in the

shared state, and shared by more than one node, in this case,

the home node takes the necessary steps to invalidate all the

sharers of that cache, upon completion, the cache ownership

handed out to the requesting node.

Besides reducing the number of network transactions per

read/write miss, there are two main advantages by making

the home node the center of these coherence protocol trans-

actions.

When a request arrives at the home node, the directory

coherence lookup determines if the home node has a valid

cache of the requested partition in memory, in most read miss

cases hopefully that will be the true, since a cache partition

in shared state always guarantees a valid data on the home

node, thus reducing the number of transactions even further.

So taking the case of two consecutive read miss requests on

the same cache partition from two nodes, the first request

will generate four transactions, while the second will only

introduce two, since the home node will reply with a valid

cache directly and does not need to forward the request to any

other node since the cache is already in valid shared state.
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The second advantage is ensuring consistency by the lock-

ing mechanisms associated with a cache invalidation/update

on the home node, thus behaving like an atomic transaction

that might consist of multiple transactions. So, if another re-

quester from another node inquires the same cache partition,

the lock on the home node insures the correctness of the data

and does not allow the raises of race conditions.

Finally, we note that one of the objectives of the DSA sys-

tem is to give programmers more control of data distribution

while hiding the details of orchestrations for thread safe data

accesses. However, a strict consistency for a globally total

order between read/write operations would incur extremely

high read/write overhead. Relaxed consistency is to make a

good tradeoff between efficiency and programmability. In a

relaxed consistency, it becomes the programmer’s respon-

sibility to make sure that the application threads have safe

access to any shared objects, as they will normally do in a

multithreaded programming model. This is a simple and in-

tuitive rule because any thread safe application will follow

to make sure no race condition exists for correct data access.

The DSA run-time support system assumes a relaxed con-

sistency in the access of shared array partitions. The cache

coherence protocol ensures thread safe access to shared ar-

ray partitions by exploiting concurrency between reads and

writes.

3.2 Mobility of the DsaAgent

The existing approaches to constructing reconfigurable sys-

tems, such as process/thread migration [28] and agent migra-

tion [16], have significant limitations. They only move the

execution entities among servers and leave the supporting

services behind. As a result, when a server is going to fail, all

of the computational jobs on that node will swarm into other

existing servers. It will lead to cascaded server overloads and

the entire parallel application has to be stopped, if no new

servers are added to the system. In addition, it is not proper

to pre-install and execute all the possible services on each

grid computer, across different administrative domains. This

is particularly the case for volunteer-based grids, such as the

“Roundup” in UT campus grid [41] and the SETI@home

project [38].

In the DSA system, we propose a scalable and effective

approach, service migration, to achieve adaptive grid com-

puting. The semantics of service migration is to suspend the

residing execution entities, stop the service programs of a

virtual server on the source node, migrate the runtime ser-

vice data and states along with the execution entities’ states

to a destination node, initiate a new virtual server with re-

stored services on the destination, and resume application

execution. In this way, parallel jobs can continue compu-

tation on an available server without requiring any service

pre-installation, in face with server overload and/or failures.

Service migration allows reconfiguring the virtual machine

and makes it adaptive to the dynamically changing environ-

ments.

The DsaAgent class incorporates the migration-enabled

methods, which allow a DsaAgent instance to perform ser-

vice migration to transfer DSA services among physical

servers. The DsaMonitor is also responsible for receiving

migration requests from the LoadMonitor, and triggering

a service migration at some potential migration point. The

LoadMonitor makes migration decisions based on the per-

formance information collected by sensors on each virtual

server, during the application execution. It is an indepen-

dent Java object that can be run on any server of the dis-

tributed virtual machine. To accommodate service images

transferred from remote nodes, a Bootstrap daemon is pre-

run on the destination node. It receives the incoming service

image and initiates a new DSA virtual server with the restored

services.

In order to enable different applications to multiplex a

grid computer, we allow multiple virtual servers to reside on

a physical server. They provide different runtime services and

accommodate the corresponding computational agents. The

DSA runs on top of the JVMs, which facilitate the service

migration in heterogeneous environments.

3.2.1 Execution monitoring and migration decision

The overheads associated with packing, transferring and re-

building runtime services of a virtual server are relatively

high. Parallel applications usually have strict performance

requirements. Therefore, agents on a virtual server should

have sufficient amount of computation and two consequent

service migrations should keep distant spans in order to mit-

igate the impact of migration overhead.

If the memory model of the distributed virtual machine

system is the traditional sequential consistency, then the sys-

tem appears like a multi-programmed uniprocessor and DSA

services can be migrated randomly with a guarantee of cor-

rectness of resumed execution. However, for better perfor-

mance, the DSA system adopts a relaxed memory model

to reduce both the number of messages and amount of data

transfers between virtual servers. When the source server per-

forms a service migration to a destination, the shared array

partitions managed by the corresponding DsaAgent cannot

be accessed during the migration. As a result, the memory

consistency is complicated and it is similar to the consistency

problem in “partitioned networks” [10]. In such a model,

some virtually shared data between two consecutive syn-

chronization points could be in inconsistent states. If agents

access such data managed by the migrated DsaAgent, their

computation may be incorrect, especially when they are used

as input. To ensure correctness, service migration can only
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be allowed at synchronization points, as illustrated by the

example in Section 2.3.

To exploit the benefits of service migration and mini-

mize the impact of migration overhead, we need to mon-

itor the dynamic performance of running applications and

make migration decisions based on these accurate measure-

ments. However, most of the existing process/thread migra-

tion approaches circumvent the execution monitoring issue,

and their feasibility is questionable as a consequence.

In DSA, we utilize the UIUC’s Autopilot [35] toolkit to

tune the migration timing according to the actual applica-

tion progress. Each virtual server incorporates an Autopilot
sensor, which extracts quantitative performance data of the

corresponding application. The application program is in-

strumented with synchronization method calls and the DsaA-

gents record the execution time of each computation phase at

those points. To avoid introducing heavy calculation burden

for the LoadMonitor and using much global information of

the system, we specify an attached function for each sen-

sor to normalize the execution time by the processing speed

of a physical server. When the LoadMonitor has collected

the performance data from all the sensors, it compares the

data with an overload bound to make migration decisions.

This overload bound is a positive real number, which is less

than 1. Its value can be pre-defined or dynamically adjusted

to tune to heterogeneous systems. A more rigorous model

for migration decision was proposed by us in [15]. It de-

rives the optimal migration phase and a lower bound of the

prospective destination server’s capacity, with stochastic op-

timization and renew process techniques. Currently, we are

looking for a better approximation method to obtain the dis-

tribution of the application performance data. It will link the

execution monitoring mechanism and the formal migration

decision model together.

During service migration, the runtime data and states of

a virtual server are transferred to a remote physical server.

As a consequence, the monitoring infrastructure should be

adjusted. This adjustment is small, because there are no direct

connections among sensors. What we need to do is creating

a sensor for the new virtual server on the destination. Then

the Autopilot toolkit will register properties of this sensor to

the Autopilot manager, which resides on the LoadMonitor

and acts as a name server for clients to look up sensors.

3.2.2 Service wrapping up and restoration

Service migration involves the movement of both runtime

services and computational agents. Although they can be car-

ried out separately, certain data and state information should

be handled properly. For instance, the shared arrays are cre-

ated and referenced by agents, but they are allocated and

managed by the virtual server. In this section, we discuss

the policies for wrapping up and restoring various JVM run-

time data structures for service migration. The objective is to

minimize the amount of data and states to be captured, while

ensuring the correct resumption of services after migration.

The JVM specification [27] defines several data areas

that are used during program execution, including the heap,

method area, and JVM stack. They together form the exe-

cution context of a runtime service on a virtual server. To

allow different applications to multiplex resources of a com-

puter, we let the Bootstrap daemon on a node capture the

service data and states, and wrap them into an application-

independent form, service pack, which contains components

from the following areas (as illustrated in Fig. 6).

The heap area for a virtual server stores the dynamically

created shared arrays and associated control structures, such

as the status and owner address for each array partition. Since

we apply the SCI-like directory-based coherence algorithm,

each virtual server acts as the home node for a portion of a

shared array and the owner information changes when a re-

mote agent exercises a write operation to a managed partition.

Besides, the status of an array partition may also be altered,

as it elements may be read and written at runtime. As a result,

most data structures maintained in the heap area have to be

contained in the service pack. An exception is the locks for

partition accesses, because they can be created and initiated

on the new virtual server. In DSA, we include the shared ar-

rays in service pack instead of in the agent image, because

they are allocated in the virtual server address space and ac-

cessed by computational agents only via well-defined APIs.

After the virtual server is restored on the new destination, the

agents’ references to a shared array will be updated by using

the array name to locate the actual array object (as illustrated

by the example in Section 2.3).

The method area stores the per-class structure for each

loaded class. It can be rebuilt at the destination when all the

referenced classes are loaded. So, we do not include infor-

mation of the method area in the service pack. To retrieve

a remote class file, the traditional approach is to invoke the

Java ClassLoader to load the class at runtime. Thus, the class

transmission time will contribute to the service migration

overhead. Instead, DSA applies a prefetch technique to let

the new destination server retrieve the virtual server and ap-

plication program codes in parallel with the transmission of

a service pack, from a nearby server. We realize this tech-

nique with the aid of LoadMonitor. When the LoadMonitor

determines a service migration should be performed at a syn-

chronization point, it selects an existing physical server that

is in the same local area network as the new destination,

i.e. their subnet addresses are identical. If there are multi-

ple candidates, we choose the one with the least workload,

according to the application performance data collected by

Autopilot sensors. Then, a migration message containing the

network address of this nearby server, along with the migra-

tion source address, is sent to the Bootstrap daemon of the
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Fig. 6 Service wrapping up and restoration in DSA service migration

new destination. The daemon contacts the nearby server for

program codes, while waiting for the arrival of service pack

from the source. To reduce the number of control messages

exchanged for code transfer, we group the compiled class

files used in virtual server initiation and agent restoration

into a JAR package, and transmit it to the new destination in

one piece during a service migration.

A JVM stack maintains the frames for virtual server

method calls. Each virtual server provides the shared array

access services to computational agents by defining a set of

access methods, and these services will be re-initiated on

a new physical server after migration. Therefore, the JVM

stack can be rebuilt on the destination without transferring

the stack frames. However, there is some control informa-

tion, such as the shared arrays’ names, the number of agents,

and their references, that should be kept in a service migra-

tion. Since the potential service migration points are at the

computation phase boundaries, these control information is

well stored in the local variables of the virtual server object

when a service migration occurs. This simplifies the stack

capture, because we only need to transfer the virtual server

object containing the necessary control information to the

destination, and restore the object there. The Java object seri-
alization mechanism can achieve this end. It packs the virtual

server object along with other referenced objects, allocated

in the heap area, and at the same time discards those un-

necessary components specified by the transient quantifier.

The restoration procedure is performed reversely, and the se-

rialized objects are interpreted according to the prefetched

class files loaded by a Java ClassLoader. Besides, we avoid

re-initiating the object members containing the above control

information by using a migration indicator, and the transient

components need to be created and initiated explicitly.

We integrate the service wrapping function in a check-
pointing method to construct the service pack. It also allows

us to write the packs to hard disks, and perform encryp-

tion and/or compression before transferring them to remote

nodes. If there are multiple virtual servers on a physical

server, the Bootstrap daemon wraps them into separate ser-

vice packs and migrates them one by one. Corresponding,

they will be restored sequentially on the destination server

after migration.

3.2.3 Computational agent state capture

A computational agent contains one or a set of threads car-

rying out parallel jobs. Its migration can be realized by some

existing thread migration techniques, such as [55]. But this

requires the supporting services have been running before

thread migration occurs. One way to fulfill this requirement

is to perform service movement first, and then migrate the

agent threads after the service has been restored on the new

server. It is clear two sequential migrations introduce signif-

icant delay to the parallel computation. In DSA, we transfer

the states of computational agents along with the service pack

to reduce migration overhead. The details are as follows.

Each virtual server contains a data structure recording all

of its residing agents and having a reference to each agent

object. During service packing (as discussed in the previous

subsection), the virtual server object is serialized. As a result,

all its referenced non-transient members, including the agent

objects, will be included in the service pack. When the service

pack is transferred to a new server, the agent thread objects

will also be moved there. A challenge in agent movement is

how to ensure its threads will resume execution just at the

points where they are stopped.

The pc (program counter) register, in the per-thread run-

time data area, contains the address of the Java instruc-

tion currently being executed by a thread. It indicates the

starting point of computation after service migration. Since
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the potential migration points are at the computation phase

boundaries, we apply a portable approach to preserve the

pc register information. We represent a thread’s pc regis-

ter by a set of integer numbers stored in phaseNum (refer

to the example in Section 2.3). After an agent thread has

performed a computation phase, the phaseNum is increased

by 1 to indicate the index of next phase. Then, a bar-

rier method carries out a synchronization operation. It also

makes the DsaMonitor check whether there is any service

migration request message received from the LoadMoni-

tor. If such messages are found, the runtime support system

will help perform the service migration and the computation

will be resumed on the destination server. To let the agent

thread locate the right computation phase after migration,

a if statement is inserted at the beginning of each phase

to compare the value of phaseNum with the phase index of

the following computation. Positive values of phaseNum in-

dicate the agent was migrated and has executed on another

server.

Unlike service packing, we extract the agent thread exe-

cution state stored in the JVM stack frames. We adopt the

state capture and restoration approaches proposed in [43] to

rebuild thread stack on a server after migration. At the same

time, the thread pc register is set according to the value of

phaseNum and the set of if statements. Thus, an agent can

resume execution at the correct computation phase after a

service migration.

3.2.4 Service migration algorithm

In summary, the service migration algorithm works as fol-

lows, depicted in Fig. 7.

1. When the LoadMonitor detects some server in the system

is overloaded or to be unavailable, based on the applica-

tion performance data collected from Autopilot sensors, it

issues a ‘ToMigrate’ message, along with the addresses of

the source and destination servers, and a neighbor server

to the DsaMonitor, which will record this message in a

message queue.

2. When the parallel computation reaches a synchronization

point, the DsaMonitor is requested to perform migration

checking, which finds out whether there is a migration

request to be served at this synchronization point.

3. If a ‘ToMigrate’ request is found in its queue, the Dsa-

Monitor will send a ‘Migrate’ message to the Bootstrap

daemon of the destination server, denoted as bootstrapdst,

and wait for the acknowledgement of migration comple-

tion.

4. Then bootstrapdst contacts the Bootstrap daemon on the

source server, from which the DSA service pack and

agent images will be transmitted to the destination. The

related program codes are prefetched from the neighbor

server.

5. The bootstrapdst loads the retrieved class files and builds

the method area in the main memory. The DSA service and

agents are reestablished by the restoration procedure. It

also starts the DSA service by running the newly-initiated

DsaAgent. Computational agents are triggered to resume

their parallel jobs at the proper computation phase.

6. As soon as the service migration is successfully com-

pleted, the bootstrapdst sends an acknowledgement mes-

sage back to the DsaMonitor.

3.2.5 Security protections

Grid computing is concerned with the sharing and coordi-

nated use of diverse resources in distributed “virtual organi-

zations”. The dynamic and multi-domain nature of the grid

environments introduces significant security issues [47]. For

instance, in a campus grid, clusters of different departments

are connected via an insecure campus network. Unautho-

rized users may dispatch their programs to grid computers,

and even try to exhaust grid resources via Denial of Service

attacks. Therefore, security protection is a vital issue affect-

ing the feasibility of a system in practice.

Fig. 7 Service migration in DSA system
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As discussed in the previous sections, our DSA system

provides an open, reconfigurable virtual machine environ-

ment for parallel computation in grids. The Bootstrap mech-

anism allows different runtime services to multiplex a phys-

ical server. However, it is also possible that untrusted users

attempt to run their private services on top of the Bootstraps.

To tackle this problem, we devised service tags to distinguish

registered service programs from others. Each Bootstrap dae-

mon on a physical server maintains a list of tags, which map

one-to-one to the set of registered services. The tag list is

obtained from a trusted server in the system. When a service

pack is transmitted to a Bootstrap daemon from a remote

server, the daemon checks the tag field of the pack. If the tag

matches one in the tag list, the corresponding service pro-

gram is permitted to be restored and initiated on the server.

Otherwise, the service pack will be discarded. To prevent

malicious users on a network to extract the tag information

from a valid pack, we encrypted its tag field. A digital sig-

nature is also included to ensure the pack’s integrity. The

body of a service pack is not encrypted, due to performance

concerns and the observation that a service pack for paral-

lel computation usually does not contain sensitive informa-

tion. Currently, we apply symmetric keys to encrypt the tag

field, sign and verify the digest of a pack. Other sophisticated

key management techniques can be incorporated in later

versions.

During the execution of a parallel application, the DsaA-

gents of different servers will contact one another for ar-

ray accesses. To protect the communication, among virtual

servers, from being tampered by network users, we intro-

duced a selective signing approach. That is data, traveling

cross two clusters, is appended with a digital signature and

the receivers check the digest. However, we assume a clus-

ter is a trusted environment. So intra-cluster communication

is free from digital signature to reduce delay. When a ser-

vice migration occurs within a cluster, the digital signature

of the service pack is also avoided. Our security mechanisms

protect system resources from malicious usage, and ensure

safe and efficient execution of parallel applications on DSA

virtual machines.

4 Experimental results

The DSA runtime support system was implemented based

on Java’s remote method invocation (RMI). The RMI facil-

ity allows RPC-like access to remote objects. We conducted

a number of performance evaluation experiments on a clus-

ter of SMP Servers to measure the execution time for DSA

startup and read/write operations. The cluster is composed of

four SUN Enterprise servers. One machine is 6-way E4000

with 1.5 Gigabytes of memory and the other three are 4-way

E3000 with 512 Mbytes of memory. Each processor module

has one 336 MHz UltraSPARC II and 4 Mbytes of cache.

The machines are connected through a 100 Mbps Fast Eth-

ernet switch. To measure the overhead of service migration

and evaluate its impact on the performance of parallel ap-

plications, we constructed a campus grid at the Wayne State

University. The cluster in the Institute of Scientific Comput-

ing consists of eight SUN Enterprise SMP Servers. Five of

them are 4-way E3500 with 1024 Mbytes of memory and

the other three are 4-way E3000. Each processor module of

E3500 has one UltraSPARC II with 400 MHz and 4 Mbytes

of cache. The cluster in the department of Electrical and

Computer Engineering has four DELL SMP Servers. Each

of them possesses two 733 MHz PentiumIII processor and

256 Kbytes of cache. They use the Red Hat Linux8.0 with

2.4.18-14smp kernel. The computers within each cluster are

connected through a 100Mbps Ethernet. The two clusters are

located in different buildings and the inter-cluster connection

has a bandwidth of 60 Mbps.

4.1 DSA startup overhead

In [48, 52], we focused on the mobility of the DSA in the

Traveler infrastructure and tested the cost for its remote

startup overhead. In this experiment, we measure the cost

for the DSA construction as a standalone run-time support

system. As the DSA system starts, the first thing is to create

DsaAgents on participating nodes and form a DSA network

(virtual machine) across the machines. When a shared array

is created, the DsaAgent provides detailed information about

the array (e.g. array size and partition size) to its cache coher-

ence protocol for efficient management of remote data access.

Table 1 shows the DSA startup overhead on various virtual

machine sizes and the cost for creation of shared double ar-

rays. Assume the arrays are partitioned in two-dimensional

block decomposition and the partition size is 32 × 32.

The table shows that as the DSA virtual machine size

increases, its construction time increases. This startup over-

head includes the transmission time of the DSA network con-

figuration information from DsaMonitor to DsaAgents and

Table 1 DSA startup overhead
and cost for creation of shared
arrays

One node Two nodes Three nodes Four nodes

DSA network startup 93 ms 430 ms 583 ms 624 ms

Creation (512 × 512) 104 ms 92 ms 78 ms 67 ms

Creation (1024 × 1024) 148 ms 127 ms 108 ms 89 ms
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the registration time from the DsaAgents to the DsaMonitor.

That is why construction of a virtual machine of 2 nodes

costs much more than a single node machine. When the vir-

tual machine size increases from 2 to 4 nodes, the startup

overhead increases at a sub-linear rate because of overlaps

of registrations from different DsaAgents. From the table, it

can also be seen that the cost for creation of shared arrays

decreases as the virtual machine expands. It is because all

the partitions are equally distributed among the participant

nodes and the number of array partitions per node decreases

as the virtual machine size increases.

4.2 DSA read/write cost

The DSA run-time support system provides a high-level

programming abstract, built over the RMI communica-

tion layer. It is essential to know read/write overhead due

to the DSA support, in comparison with RMI commu-

nication cost. Moreover, we developed a RPC wrapper

over Java sockets to perform the same DSA read/write

operations.

In the case of RMI communication, we tested the cost for

remote read/write for a number of times, each with access

to different block sizes, and took an average of the costs. In

order to perform equivalent remote access in the DSA system,

all read and write operations over a shared array have to be

cache miss. To the end, we accessed the first element of each

partition and set the stride of consecutive data accesses to

be the shared array partition size. At the beginning of the

test code, one DsaAgent walked through all the partition and

requested exclusive ownerships for the partitions. Then, the

second DsaAgent started the actual test and all its references

were guaranteed to be read/write miss. The RPC wrapper was

implemented through a two-way Java socket communication,

which performs solely read/write operations of various block

sizes.

Figure 8 shows remote read/write cost via the DSA system,

in comparison with the approaches of RMI and RPC wrapper.

From the figure, it can be seen that the DSA read/write miss

incurs small percentages of overhead over the RMI access of

partitions of medium and large sizes. For large partitions of

128 × 128 size, the DSA read/write miss incurs a marginal

overhead. But for small partitions of 8 × 8 and 16 × 16

sizes, the DSA remote access incurs overhead as high as

60 percentages.

From the figure, it can also be seen that the RPC wrapper

over two-way Java socket communication is more expensive

than RMI. The RPC wrapper is based on two object trans-

fers between client and server over Java socket and each

requires marshaling and un-marshaling of serialized objects

over the network. The cost for marshaling/un-marshaling is

the dominant factor for both RMI and Java socket as they

both rely on object serialization. But in the RMI case, the

remote read/write needs to send array indices of primitive

types. Since the transferring of primitive data needs no seri-

alization, its cost is much less than the object marshaling/un-

marshaling as required by the RPC wrapper.

4.3 DSA average write

In the third experiment, we tested the average cost for data ac-

cess due to the impact of partition replication. Since the write

operation involves cache invalidation protocol, we consid-

ered writing of single array elements of a shared double array.

We assumed a requestor node to be performing all the writes

and waiting until all other participating nodes read shared ar-

ray elements and become active sharers. The requestor node

then wrote elements into the shared array consecutively by

Fig. 8 Remote read/write
overhead in DSA, RMI, and
socket wrapper
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Fig. 9 Average cost for a write
to distributed shared arrays

a stride of various sizes so as to ensure that not all writes

would be hit once an array partition becomes exclusive. The

requestor kept performing writes for one second. The test

was repeated under different configurations with different

partition size, strides and the number of participating nodes:

� The number of participating nodes started from two up to

four in consistent with the rest of the experiments;
� The partition size started from 8 × 8 and increases up to

32 × 32;
� The stride of consecutive write indices started from one

up to partition size in a dimension. For example, for the

partition of size 8 × 8, the maximum stride is set to 8.

Figure 9 shows the average cost for a write in different

configurations. It reveals that the average cost for a write in-

creases as the number of participating nodes. For example,

in the case of stride of 2 and block size of 1024, as the num-

ber of participating nodes increases from 2, 3 to 4 nodes,

the average write cost increases from 4.7 ms, to 6.5 ms and

9.4 ms, respectively. This is because the partition was set to

be shared by all the nodes, except the requestor, before its

write. The more the sharers are, the more nodes are involved

in cache-coherence protocol for invalidation.

The figure also shows the advantage of large partition. As

the partition size increases, there would be more cache hits

than misses. Consequently, there would be fewer demands for

cache invalidation and less average write cost. For example,

in a 4-node virtual machine, the average time for writes in a

stride of 2 is reduced from 120 to 9.4 microseconds as the

partition size increases from 64 to 1024.

4.4 Distributed LU factorization and FFT

To evaluate the performance of the DSA runtime system in a

grid environment and the impact of service migration on the

overall performance of a parallel application, we tested the

execution time of LU and FFT, ported from the SPLASH-2

benchmark suite [49], running within a cluster, and on the

campus grid (without and with service migration). A dis-

tributed virtual machine was constructed out of eight com-

puters and each of them was assigned eight computational

agents.

4.4.1 LU factorization

LU factorization is a kernel for the solution of systems of

linear equations. It loops over the matrix diagonal elements

and performs pivotal row scaling and submatrix calcula-

tions at each iteration. We considered a double array of size

2048 × 2048.

Figure 10 depicts the execution time breakdown of LU.

We changed the block size from 16 × 16 to 128 × 128, and

measured the costs of computation, synchronization, shared

array access and service migration in three different scenar-

ios. In Scenario I, the LU application was executed within

the SUN Enterprise cluster and there was no service migra-

tion. The figure shows the overall execution time decreases

as block size increases, and it increases after the block size

is larger than 64 × 64. It is because the data locality can be

better exploited with a larger block, but this benefit is com-

promised by the false sharing when a threshold of block size

is exceeded. We also notice the synchronization cost is sig-

nificant, when the number of agents and computers is large.

In Scenario II, we used four SUN E3500 servers and four

DELL servers to execute the LU application. To focus on

the performance evaluation of extending DSA from a clus-

ter to campus grid, we do not consider the cost of security

protections, which will be discussed in the following subsec-

tions. In the figure, the computation cost was a little greater

than that in Scenario I, due to the relatively slow processing
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Fig. 10 LU factorization of
2048 × 2048 double matrix. I:
execution time in the Sun
Enterprise cluster with no
service migration. II: execution
time in the campus grid with no
service migration. III: execution
time in the campus grid with an
inter-cluster service migration

speed of the DELL servers. The inter-cluster communica-

tion leads to more remote access time of the shared array.

As a result, the synchronization cost increased by 43.6% to

52.8%. The overall execution time is less than 17% more of

that within a cluster. A service migration was occurred in

Scenario III, which moved the DSA service from a DELL

server to a SUN Enterprise E3500 server. According to the

figure, the computation cost was reduced slightly because

of the increased processing speed. However, the synchro-

nization cost was more because the average time waiting for

agents to complete a computation phase was increased. The

service migration overhead is less than 2.5 seconds, i.e. less

than 1.5% of the overall execution time.

4.4.2 FFT application

FFT is one of the fundamental problems in digital signal pro-

cessing. It is often used in many scientific applications such as

time series and wave analysis, convolution and image filter-

ing. FFT algorithms compute the discrete Fourier transform

on N = (2n) points in O(nN) time. An n-point FFT algorithm

involves n stages of computation. In each stage, every point

would be updated once, involving one complex multiplica-

tion and one complex addition. In a multithreaded FFT, each

thread is assigned a portion of the data set and performs in-

dependent updates on its own data points. Between stages,

the threads access to other portions of the data set. We tested

the FFT algorithm with block size varying from 16 × 16 up

to 128 × 128.

FFT has a different access pattern from LU factorization

in that an assigned home node is not the only one that would

modify its block data. This leads to more costly write misses

and requires more invalidation operations in order to maintain

coherence of cached blocks.

The execution time of FFT is shown in Fig. 11. The execu-

tion environment was the same as that for the LU factoriza-

tion. The inputs were 2048 × 2048 double arrays and each

element was a complex number. FFT is a single-writer appli-

cation with fine-grained access. The intensive shared array

access and longer synchronization operations contributed to

slow down this application. Its performance in the campus

grid degraded, primarily due to the large number of inter-

cluster shared array accesses. The service migration im-

proved the data locality, but introduced more synchronization

overheads. The overall execution time of our DSA system

with service migration was at most 21.4% longer than that

within a cluster.

Finally, we note that as in the case of LU factorization

application, it is hardly seen performance gains with the FFT

algorithm. It is mainly due to the high cost for remote data

access in the cluster environment. However, Fig. 11 shows

significant impacts of the coherence granularity on the overall

performance. The DSA system benefits user-defined coher-

ence granularity in the form of block sizes.

4.5 Service migration overhead breakdown

A service migration moves the service data and states of a

virtual server along with the residing computational agents

from a physical server to another one. Our approach tries to

reduce the overheads of a migration. The service migration

cost, Cservice, comes from the follows:

� Initialization cost tI : The DsaMonitor checks migration

requests; the source and destination Bootstrap daemons

are notified of a service migration.
� Packing cost tP : The source server wraps up the DSA ser-

vice and computational agents into a service pack.
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Table 2 Overhead breakdown
of service migration in the
campus grid DSA

Intra-cluster migration Inter-cluster migration

Item Cost (ms) Percentage (%) Cost (ms) Percentage (%)

Initialization (tI ) 43 2.34 58 2.06

Packing (tP ) 641 34.86 1163 41.23

Service transfer (tT serv) 518 28.17 751 26.61

Code transfer (tT code) 19 – 19 –

Restoration (tR) 637 34.63 849 30.10

Total (Cservice) 1839 100.00 2821 100.00

Fig. 11 FFT for 2048 × 2048
double arrays with complex
elements. I: execution time in
the Sun Enterprise cluster with
no service migration. II:
execution time in the campus
grid with no service migration.
III: execution time in the
campus grid with an
inter-cluster service migration

� Service transfer cost tT serv: The source server transfers the

service pack to the destination.
� Code transfer cost tT code: The destination prefetches the

service and agent codes from a nearby server.
� Restoration cost tR : Service pack is restored and a virtual

server is built on the destination. Computational agents

resume execution.

To investigate the impact of these components on a ser-

vice migration and provide a foundation to further im-

prove the system performance, we measured the overhead

breakdown of intra-cluster and inter-cluster service migra-

tions with security protections. Table 2 lists the experi-

ment results in the LU factorization of 2048 × 2048 dou-

ble matrix with 32 × 32 block size. The intra-cluster ser-

vice migration was within the SUN cluster. The inter-

cluster migration was from a DELL server to a SUN E3500

server, with security protection. The distributed virtual ma-

chine resided on four SUN E3500 servers and four DELL

servers.

Given the cost of each category, we can derive the overall

service migration cost as,

Cservice = tI + tP + max {t T serv, tT code} + t R,

where we take the maximum of tT serv and tT code because

service pack and codes are transferred in parallel with the

prefetch technique. The tT serv and tT code are determined by

the sizes of service pack and codes respectively. Accord-

ing to the table, the service packing and restoration are the

most costly operations in a service migration. This is par-

tially caused by inefficiency of the Java object serialization

procedure. The checkpointing method generated a service

pack with 4.2 Mbytes of size, including the data and state of

the DSA service and the computational agents. The security

protections contributed 297 ms (25.5%) and 210 ms (24.7%)

to the packing and restoration costs in the inter-cluster ser-

vice migration. The different processing speed of source and

destination computers in the inter-cluster migration accounts

for the difference in packing and restoration time. The mea-

sured application performance information from the Autopi-

lot sensors is piggybacked in the synchronization messages.

So, the service initialization time is quite small. From the

table, we can see both types of service migration have a total

cost less than 1.8% of the overall execution time for the LU

application. Compared with stopping a parallel computation

when overload and/or failure occur in a distributed environ-

ment, service migration is an affordable approach to system

adaptivity.
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Fig. 12 Security protection cost
in the campus grid DSA

4.6 Security protection for inter-cluster communication

Security protection is a necessary but time-consuming com-

ponent in distributed systems. It is an important factor to the

system scalability. To evaluate the cost of our security ap-

proaches, selective signing, for inter-cluster communication,

we measured the execution time for security operations and

compared it with a full signing approach, that is to provide a

digital signature for all inter-computer communication even

within a cluster.

Figure 12 presents the security protection cost in the LU

application for 2048×2048 double matrix, using four servers

in each cluster. The security operation includes calculating a

128-bit MD5 message digest for the outgoing data and gen-

erating a digital signature by the 3DSE encryption algorithm.

Message integrity is verified by the receiver. The object seri-

alization time was not included in the security cost. Accord-

ing to the figure, the selective signing overhead decreased

significantly as the block size increased. This is because the

number of inter-cluster array accesses declines with larger

blocks. On the other hand, the total array accesses in the en-

tire system reduce at a much slighter rate. So, the full signing

cost changed less rapidly, as shown in the figure. Our selective

signing approach saved 32.4 to 82.1% of the time for signing

all the remote array accesses, and account for less than 3.72%

of the overall array access cost and less than 0.27% of the

application execution time. Therefore, the selective signing

is quite lightweight.

5 Related work

The DSA system tends to combine the better features of

message passing and share address spacing models. It shares

similar objectives as Global Array [29] and Split-C [8] to

combine the portability and efficiency of message passing

and ease of share address space for fairly large class of

array-based scientific and engineering applications. Both the

Global Array and Split-C were developed for LAN based

clusters. Their virtual machines can neither be remotely in-

stalled nor reconfigured on the Internet. OpenMP [7] is a

recently standardized directive-based API used with Fortran

and C/C++ for programming shared address space machines

in both SMP and NUMA architectures. Like the DSA pro-

gramming model, OpenMP directives allow programmers to

control data distribution for parallel efficiency. Its implemen-

tation on clusters of workstations relies upon software-based

DSM systems; see [4, 19] for examples. ParADE [22] is an

OpenMP-based programming environment for SMP clusters

and provides a hybrid execution model of message passing

and shared address space. Its runtime system augmented the

conventional software DSM systems with explicit message-

passing primitives to reduce the synchronization overhead.

The DSA system joins recent group of researches toward Java

based parallel programming environment. MpiJava [2] and

JPVM [12] suggested interface wrappers around MPI and

PVM to support Java. Systems like Java/DSM [54], Jackal

[45], and JESSICA [55] on the other hand suggested an ap-

proach of modifying Java virtual machine and/or Java com-

piler to support multithreaded programming in clusters.

JavaParty [33] and other work on wide-area Java parallel

computing systems like Manta [44, 46] attempt to transpar-

ently add remote objects to Java and avoid the disadvantages

of explicit socket communication. They extend the language

by allowing a remote class to be hidden from local nodes. In

JavaParty [33], objects stay in their original processor and

maintain stationary ownerships. They also observe a strong

consistency between shared object read and write to simplify
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parallel programming. Manta [44, 46] uses an optimized RMI

communication protocol and inlined serialization routines for

high performance. The optimized protocol also contains sup-

port for active messages in local area networks and TCP/IP

messages in wide area computing. The DSA compensates re-

mote access cost by allowing replication of array partitions

as cached elements to the local nodes and maintains a relaxed

consistency model for shared partitions.

Efforts to providing distributed shared objects for general-

purpose distributed programming on the Internet can also

be seen in JavaNow (Java for Networks of Workstations)

[42], Sun Microsystems’s JavaSpaces [20], and IBM’s

T-Spaces [50]. They provide global shared constructs, which

allow processes to communicate with each other via shared

proxy space. They are essentially extensions of the tuple-

space concept in Linda [6] to the Internet. This architecture

introduces costs associated with copying data and attribute

matching for every remote access of objects.

Service migration is an efficient approach to load bal-

ancing and fault resilience in distributed and heterogeneous

computing environments. Figueiredo et al. [13] proposed an

architecture for grid computing based on dynamic virtual

machines. It allows a VM to be created on any computer

that has sufficient resource to support it, and enables service

migrations among computers to pursue resource locality. Sa-

puntzakis et al. [37] tackled the problem of how to migrate

OS-level VMs across the Internet. A virtual machine monitor

is utilized to encapsulate the state of a running computer into

a data structure, capsule. By serializing and transferring cap-

sules between physical machines, a VM can resume running

after migration. But VM migrations at the OS-level intro-

duce enormous overhead, since a lot of machine-dependent

information has to be captured and transferred. It makes this

approach unsuitable to tackle the system reconfiguration is-

sue for parallel computation. By investigating load balancing

in structured Peer-to-Peer systems, Rao et al. [34] presented

three heuristic algorithms to achieve virtual server migration

at the application-level. Their simulation results indicated

that virtual server migration was able to balance the system

load to some extent even with a simple migration scheme.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a Distributed Shared Array

(DSA) runtime system to support Java multi-threaded pro-

gramming with mobility support in distributed environments.

As a hybrid of message passing and shared address space

programming models, the DSA programming model allows

programmers to explicitly control data distribution so as to

take advantage of the deep memory hierarchy of the cluster

architecture, while relieving them from error-prone orches-

tration of communication and synchronization at run-time.

The DSA system features a directory-based cache coherence

protocol in support of user-defined sharing granularity and a

scheduling and communication proxy mechanism for reduc-

ing network contention. The DSA system is also developed

as a mobile agent so that the DSA-based virtual machine can

be reconfigured to adapt to the varying resource supplies or

demands. It was implemented in Java.

We have demonstrated the programmability of the DSA

system in FFT and LU factorization problems on a cluster

and a campus grid. Although current prototype was presented

as a proof-of-concept and has not been deliberately refined,

benefits from DSA-based parallel computing were observed

in both applications. In particular, the experimental results

have shown the DSA system benefits from user-defined co-

herence granularity.

One of the distinguishing characteristics of the DSA sys-

tem is its mobility. Reconfiguration of the virtual machine is

realized by migrating the DsaAgent daemon among physical

servers. This mobility property greatly facilitates load bal-

ancing and fault-tolerance for wide-area parallel computing.

The service migration scheme presented in this paper is an af-

fordable approach to system adaptation. Works that deserve

further studies include optimization of low level communi-

cation mechanisms to reduce remote access latency and com-

prehensive performance evaluations with real applications in

wide-area network environments.
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